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RADIO MARKER BEACONS

Pilots flying along the Federal air - | rive the name “marker beacon ," which
ways system frequently find it neces is still used in referring to them ,
sary to establish contact with the although the scope of their activities
ground , or to verify their positions now is considerably broader .
during flights above clouds . These There are 74 intermediate airway
needs are met by the intermediate air radio facilities in operation on the
ways radio facilities , or marker bea Federal airways system , and 34 under
cons, which are located between the construction . Those now operating in
more powerful radio communication class B markers , which are minature
and radio range beacon stations. They | low power combined code markers and
supplement the weather broadcasting radiotelephones . The other six are
and radio directional services of the class 3 markers , which are miniature
larger stations, giving pilots additional radio range beacons in combination
information and guidance . with radiotelephone service . Those
Originally marker beacons were de under construction include 14 class
signed to mark strategic points along A and 20 class B .
routes — either mountains or other ob
structions, or junction points of adja CLASS A MARKERS

cent radio range beacon courses . Class A markers operate on 742 -watt
These original purposes , and particu | output . They are located at Depart
larly the latter , are still fulfilled , but ment of Commerce intermediate land
the stations now carry out other equal ing fields, which have teletypewriter
ly important functions. All of them drops , and are manned by the airways

are equipped for 2-way communication keepers in charge of the fields.
with passing aircraft . Several newly A station of the class A type oper
established markers have a new fea ates as a marker beacon whenever the
ture - they operate as miniature radio service is requested in advance , and
range beacons serving as homing de continuously when the ceiling is other
vices for important intermediate land than unlimited and / or visibility less
ing fields . From the nature of the task than 2 miles . For this purpose , which
originally assigned , these stations del consists of indicating geographical po
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sition to the airmen in flight , the sta - | reception of radio range beacon sig
tion emits an assigned signal charac - nals . The dots and dashes are trans
teristic consisting of a combination of mitted automatically , being actuated
dots , or dots and dashes by which the by a revolving cam which makes and
station may be identified . The signals breaks the electrical circuit at the
may be heard when the pilot ap | appropriate intervals. ( See fi

g . 1 . )

proaches within 5 to 7 miles o
f

the
transmitter , as they are transmitted JUNCTION OF RADIO RANGES

o
n the same frequency as the radio In a great many cases the markerrange beacon . Thus , the pilot knows beacon is located at the junction ofhis approximate position as soon as he two radio ranges , which is the midhears the signal . Furthermore , the way point where a

n important intersignal strength a
s heard by the pilot mediate landing field is usually estab

increases as he approaches the trans lished . Marker beacons so located
mark the field and offer 2 -way com
munication for safety . At such an
installation the first of the two groups

o
f

dots and dashes is transmitted on
the frequency o

f

one range , and the
second group o

n the frequency o
f

the
other . The pilot , therefore , hears the
marker beacon a

s

he approaches
within its range if he has his receiver
tuned to either o

f

the terminal radio
range beacons , but , of course , hears

a single signal instead o
f
a double

identification .

Upon hearing the marker signal ,

telling him that he is near the inter
mediate airway radio facility , the
pilot may wish to talk to the caretaker

b
y radiotelephone to ask about weather

conditions , to inform him that a

FIGURE 1 . - Cam which actuates character landing a
t

the intermediate field is

istic signals of a radio marker beacon . contemplated o
r for any o
f
a numberThe cam shown sends dot . dash , dot

c ) . Other arrangements of the o
f

reasons . Even if the pilot has no
raised portions o

f

the wheel are used particular reason for talking with the
for other combinations of dots and keeper , he probably will call him indashes . Similar cams serve for actuat
ing the A and N signals of the class B any event , partly to find out whether
marker miniature radio range beacons . any messages have been forwarded to

him and partly to afford practice in

mitter and decreases as he leaves it communication which will speed up
behind , enabling him to estimate his contacts when emergencies do arise .

position with respect to the field with T
o make these contacts possible the

a fair degree o
f accuracy . keeper maintains a watch o
n

a high
An airman in a craft flying a

t

150 frequency receiver . The receiver is

miles an hour , after first hearing the tuned to the frequency in use for this
marker signal , would proceed o

n his purpose o
n the airway , so that the

course for about 272 minutes before he keeper will hear the voice of any pilot
would pass over o

r

near the transmit - who calls . To reply , the keeper shuts
ter . Another 212 minutes , approxi | down the marker code signal and
mately , would elapse during his flight operates his transmitter as a radio
away from the station to the point phone . All of the intermediate airway
where the signal would fade out . This radio stations use the same frequency ,

offers a limited period o
f time for 2 278 kilocycles , for voice transmission ,

way conversation with the ground . their range being small enough that
The signal is so transmitted that there is no interference . Voice can be
there is no possibility o

f mistaking it transmitted a little farther than the
for anything else . The group of dots | marker signals . Communication has
and dashes is transmitted twice in been established over distances as
rapid succession . The station then is great as 3

0 miles , and the stations are
silent for about 1
2 seconds , and the always reliable up to about 1
0 miles
signal is transmitted again . This com o
n voice .

paratively long silent period is intro It may happen that the keeper has
duced to avoid interference with the I a message for a pilot , and that he

K
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hears or sees the aircraft , but gets no mission is effective at about the same
call from it . (He knows when to ex - distance ,
pect the craft, having received previous The radiotelephone features of the
position reports by teletypewriter .) class B station are virtually the same
In this event he shuts down the mark as that of the class A type . The fore
er signal as an indication that he going account of radiotelephone com
wishes the pilot to call him . In most munication carried on by class A sta
cases , however , it is on the initiative tions applies also to class B , and the
of the pilot that a conversation is latter is more effective in this respect
begun . because of its greater range .

Directional guidance is furnished by
WEATHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE the radio range , which takes the place

of the simple location signal trans
If a need for weather information mitted by the class A station . Except
has prompted the airman to get in for the lower power and consequent
touch with the intermediate landing smaller range , the miniature radio
field , the keeper has available a cur range beacon of the intermediate airrent report , as this material is re ways radio station is exactly like the
ceived over the teletypewriter hourly . larger radio range beacon utilized toEmergency messages from a dispatch mark the airway course .
er may go to the pilot via teletype It transmits the standard “ off
writer and radio , and a reply made in course ” signals “ dash , dot ” (Morse
the same way . N ) , and “ dot, dash " (Morse A ) , atDuring the conversation the keeper the rate of 22 signals per minute inmay ask the pilot at what altitude he groups of four. “ On course ” is indi
is flying , and what his judgment is as cated by the interlocking of the “ of

f

to the height o
f

the ceiling . This in course " signals , which forms a series
formation is helpful to the keeper in o

f long dashes , or continuous monomaking his next report by teletype tone signal . For this emergency re

writer as to the ceiling height . quirement o
f

the B type markers the
The voice feature of the interme signals are transmitted o

n
278 kilo

diate airways radio station takes o
n cycles .

a
n added significance when weather is The pilot , picking in the signals of

unsettled . Intermittent rain o
r

snow the radio range , may follow them to
squalls present difficulties that are their source a

t

the intermediate field
augmented by the uncertainty in the to make a landing , o

r

he may fl
y

to

pilot ' s mind as to when he may run the field only to pass over it , and d
e

into one . The caretaker , who has termine his exact position when flying
current information a

s

to the prog in o
r

above clouds . He knows when
ress o

f

the storms , can advise the pilot he is passing over the beacon because

to vary his course a few miles to avoid there is a cone of silence immediately

a squall . Thus the pilot may fl
y

from above the antenna . When the signals
one radio station to the next , convers cease momentarily and then resume ,

ing both with the radio communication the pilot knows that he has passed
and intermediate stations to find through the “ cone of silence . " Know
where he should fl

y

to take advantage ing the location o
f

the transmitter , or

o
f

the best weather . finding it on his map , he is able to

Again , when weather closes in so ascertain the position o
f his craft .

that the pilot finds h
e will have to The miniature ranges are operated

land at the intermediate field , the
upon request , and the keepers a

t the
intermediate fields where they are loradio offers further assistance . If the cated maintain a radio watch o

n theceiling has lowered to such an extent calling frequency o
f

the airway whenthat the pilot can not see the field the PX (position reporting ) messageuntil he is very close to the ground ,

o
f

the teletypewriter indicates a flightthe keeper will listen for his engine over the airway requiring a radioto tell the pilot , b
y

radio , when he is watch .

in a position to proceed with his land The six stations now in operationing maneuver . with miniature radio ranges are at
CLASS B STATIONS Archbold , Ohio , and Goshen , Ind . , on

the Chicago -New York airway ; Don
The class B intermediate airway | ner Summit , Calif . , on the San Fran
radio station has a somewhat greater cisco -Salt Lake City airway ; Knight ,

range than does the class A . Its mini Wyo . , Medicine Bow , Wyo . , and Sid
ature radio range signals may b
e ney , Nebr . , on the Salt Lake City
heard up to 50 miles and voice trans - | Omaha airway .
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FLYING IN BAD WEATHER

Judgment is one of the most im - | few hours enable the pilot to know in
portant factors affecting decisions as | advance the type of weather he may
to whether or not to attempt to fl

y

in | expect .

uncertain weather . Much progress has UNCERTAIN WEATHER
been made in providing air navigation
facilities o

n the Federal airways sys The pilot ' s decision may be made
tem , and in equipping aircraft with easily if clear weather is indicated , or

aircraft instruments and radio , but if extremely bad weather is present o
r

there is a
s yet n
o mechanical substi forecast along the route he is to fl
y ,

tute for judgment . The aids to air the decision being in the affirmative
navigation serve a definite and valu for the former condition and decid
able purpose in assisting the pilot , but edly in the negative if the latter . It

they are not intended to encourage is when weather conditions are un
him to attempt flights which his judg certain , when ceiling and visibility
ment would veto , may be sufficient at some points but
Affecting a pilot ' s judgment are questionable at others , that the pilot
such factors a

s

the amount and kind is called upon to exercise his most

o
f experience h
e has acquired , the exact judgment , and experience die

type o
f

aids to air navigation with tates that conservatism is often the

which his plane is equipped to take better course .
advantage , adequacy of weather re The pilot ' s knowledge o

f the route
ports , type o

f country over which he over which he plans to fl
y

is an im

is to fly , and his knowledge o
f

the portant factor which should influence
route . his judgment after he has considered

A total o
f

1
9 ,500 miles o
f lighted the available weather information . A

airways throughout the country has pilot who has become thoroughly
been provided by the Department o

f

familiar with one route by flying it

Commerce . These airways are many times naturally has a better
marked at frequent intervals with ro chance o

f getting through than one
tating beacon lights which outline the who has not . He knows the terrain
routes a

t night . The pilot needs no and probably has located all possible
extra equipment to follow these light landing places . A pilot familiar with

e
d airways . During periods o
f

low his route also knows the types o
f

visibility , however , it sometimes hap - weather he may expect and is able to
pens that these lights are not easily interpret weather signs as he flies
discernible . T

o insure that in such along .

circumstances the pilot will still have If the pilot is flying over strange

a means o
f guidance , radio range bea territory , however , he will often find

cons have been provided . These bea himself uncertain and confused , unless
cons project beams of radio signals he has had considerable experience in

along the airways which are easily flying under such conditions . Ex
followed . perienced pilots recognize that the

In order to utilize these signals a
n sensible course for a pilot to follow

aircraft must be equipped with a radio when he encounters weather of which
receiving set , and if it is provided he is uncertain is to g

o

back or find
with transmitting equipment also , the a landing place at once , rather than
pilot can carry o

n

2 -way conversation take a chance o
n getting through .

with the department ' s radio stations , If a pilot has the instruments nec
receiving special information o

r

addi essary to blind flying and is expe
tional weather information from time rienced in using them , he should still

to time as he may need it . Weather recognize that there are certain limita
information is broadcast a

t regular in tions even in this type o
f flying . It

tervals day and night by the weather has become a common saying that it

communication stations which collect is more important to know when than
data from the teletypewriter circuits . how to fly blind .

In addition to this , weather conditions No one at the present time , even
throughout the United States are with the equipment now available ,

shown on weather maps which are dis should take off with the purpose o
f

seminated over the teletypewriter cir - flying blind for long periods . It should
cuits six times daily , and made avail - be attempted only for comparatively
able at strategic points for the use of short distances , over routes that are
all airmen . These maps , weather re - well known , or up or down in order to

ports , and forecasts for the ensuing I find better conditions , and when con

frank
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ditions behind and ahead are well PURPOSE OF REGULATION
known , the indications being that the
weather will become better rather The pilot flying on a scheduled inter
than worse . state air line should not expect too

much of the new Department of Com
CONSISTENT BLIND FLYING merce regulations , which require that

planes be equipped for instrument fly
Few , if any , now in aeronautics feel ing and pilots be able to fl

y by instru
that consistent blind operation is fea ment . As has been previously stated ,

sible for anyone even with the aid of this regulation has been adopted pri
facilities now available , and no one marily as an added safety precaution
with limited experience should attempt for planes in the air caught by bad

it . Equipment for instrument flying weather , and not for the purpose of
and ability of pilots to fl

y by instru deliberately encouraging blind flying .

ment has been made mandatory o
n the A pilot ' s judgment should b
e just as

scheduled interstate passenger lines , conservative as it was before the rul
but only as a safety measure to en ing became effective .

able pilots to g
o through when closed At this time of year the pilot is

in while flying and not a
s

a
n

e
n especially concerned with ice forma

couragement to attempt more o
f it tion o
n the plane surfaces . Ice -form

than absolutely necessary . ing conditions are likely to be en
The prescribing of a minimum altitude countered particularly when flying

o
f

500 feet while flying over open coun through mist or fog when the temper
try has , without question , deterred a ature is around freezing . It also may
considerable number o

f pilots from b
e encountered in comparatively clear

using poor judgment by attempting to fl
y

weather when the temperature and
under bad weather conditions . Strict dew point are favorable to ice forma
observation o

f

the policy o
f flying only tion .

when there is adequate visibility to In some instances a pilot may be
make flying a

t

500 feet possible will able to find a region o
f higher temper

make flying reasonably safe , but this ature a
t

either a higher o
r lower alti

in itself is not an adequate gage for tude . However , if these maneuvers
determining when to fl

y
. The rule fail , the best alternative open to him

should be , for inexperienced pilots , to in most cases is to come down and
limit weather flying to conditions land .

where the ceiling is high enough to The chief danger involved in the
provide ample room in which to ma formation o

f

ice o
n

a
n aircraft is not

neuver for and make landings , with the additional weight of the ice , but
visibility sufficient to prevent becoming the change it makes in the contours
confused o

r lost . of the plane surfaces which affects

It is necessary to have an altitude of their aerodynamic qualities . A pilot

a
t

least 500 feet above the ground in

unaware of this fact may be deceived
order to have room sufficient to go into an attitude 0 unconcern when

back o
r land when the weather closes only a comparatively small amount o
f

in . Heedlessness of this factor has ic
e

is forming o
n the craft he is flying .

been responsible a considerable num
ber o

f times for accidents where pilots THUNDERSTORMS AND SQUALLS

attempted to g
o

under low ceilings and Thunderstorms and line squalls
struck mountains , trees , or hills . often are encountered during certain
Another factor for serious considera - | parts of the year , and as they some
tion is that several different varieties times form suddenly the pilot may
of weather may be encountered within have little warning o

f

their approach .

a short distance , especially when dif - | However , it is often possible to g
o

ferent weather stations report com - around them o
r through them to their

paratively limited visibilities . This sides and rear where there is not a

makes the possession o
f

radio equip - great degree of turbulence . The front
ment especially valuable . Often a part should always be avoided , as this
pilot may receive warnings by radio o

f

is the region where most turbulence
quickly changing conditions ahead o

f occurs and where hail forms .

which he would otherwise have no in In the case o
f

line squalls the best
dication . The weather stations are course open to the pilot is to turn back
also in a position to assist the pilot | if he can not go around . In some

in finding a way around unfavorable cases a plane may be able to g
o

weather o
r
in going back to a landing | through , but meteorologists advise
place . keeping out o
f

them in all cases .
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There are few rules that can be how to use them , naturally has a bet
rigidly applied to weather flying butter chance of coming out the winner
there is one bit of advice that experi in a combat with the weather , but
ence dictates and that is a pilot should even with this equipment he can still
know his own limitations and govern profit by the rules of conservatism laid

his flying accordingly . A rule adopted down by experience . A pilot whose
by experienced pilots is “ fi

y only plane does not have adequate weather .

when you know you can get through flying equipment naturally is at a se
and never when you only guess you rious disadvantage when unexpectedly
can . " confronted by unfavorable weather

A pilot who has a plane equipped and his safest protection is to b
e con

with proper instruments for weather servative and stay o
n the ground when

flying and radio apparatus , and knows | uncertain .


